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In developed Judeo-Christian-lslamic discourses 'God' 
cannot be ostensively defined but is intra-linguisticaUy de- 
fined via definite descriptions. But the definite descriptions, 
used in attempts to render the concept of God less problematic, 
are at least as problematic as the concept of God itself. Sven 
tells us that 'God is the maker of the universe' and Krister 
demurs, denying that 'God is the maker of the universe'. 
What could either appeal to establish or to even give a some- 
what greater probability to his view? What experienceable 
states of affairs count for one view and against the other, such 
that on balance we are justified in claiming greater proba- 
bility for its being the case that one rather than the other ob- 
tains? It looks like nothing empirically specifiable or not 
equally problematic does or even could. One need not be a 
logical empiricist or even crypto or quasi-logical empiricist, 
such as Antony Flew, to be puzzled by that state of affairs. 

The central reasons for suspecting that a non-anthropo- 
morphic concept of God is problematic and that God-talk 
may not make sense are the following. No one of them, taken 
singly, is decisive, but, taken together, they do, I believe, 
challenge the coherence of theism. They raise powerfully the 
question of whether the central truth-claims of Christianity 
are genuine truth-claims and whether we have a religiously 
viable concept of God. 

(A), (B) and (C) to follow are the central considerations. 
(A), God, when conceived non-anthropomorphically, cannot 
be identified, yet it remains the case that, to make genuine 
assertions, including assertions in which 'God' and equivalent 
or near equivalent expressions are used, it must be possible 
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successful ly  to identify the subject  of that  puta t ive  s t a t ement  
so that  we can unders tand what  it is we a re  talking about  and 
thus unders tand that  a genuine asser t ion has ac tua l ly  been 
made .  But we have  no idea how to identify God. (B) Persona l  
predicates ,  e.g. protects,  punishes,  forgives ,  a re  at  least  s e e m -  
ingly essential  for  God-ta lk ,  yet  they suf fe r  f r o m  such an 
at tenuation of meaning  in their  use in a religious mil i eu  that  
it appea r s  to be the case  that  we have,  in such envi ronments ,  
emptied such t e r m s  of all intelligible meaning,  so that  we do 
not unders tand what  we a re  asser t ing  or denying when we use 
'God protects  His children ' .  (C) While purpor t ing to be  fac tua l  
assert ions,  t rue or false,  u t te rances  such as 'God exis ts '  and 
'God protec ts  His chi ldren '  a re  not even in principle con f i rm-  
able or d i sconf i rmable  in such a way  that  we can say  what  
exper ienceable  s ta tes  of a f f a i r s  would count for  these  puta t ive  
asser t ions  or agains t  them,  such that  we could say  what  it 
would be like to have  evidence which would m a k e  ei ther  t he i r '  
asser t ion  or their  denial more  or less probably  true.  (This 
las t  qualif icat ion of ( C ) i s  essential .  Without it the c la im 
is vu lnerable  to by now s tandard  objections. 1) 

Terence  Pene lhum,  in his P rob lems  of Rel ig ious  Know-  
ledge, in his Rationality and Religion and in his response  to 
me ,  a rgues  that  these worr ies  about  the incoherence of God-  
talk a r e  misconceived.  ~ He readi ly  enough grants  that  we do 
not know that  the fundamen ta l  c la ims of Christ iani ty and J u -  
da i sm a re  true,  but, he contends,  we unders tand well enough 
what  it would be like for  them to be  true.  We can describe,  he 
claims,  a ver i f icat ion s t ruc ture  which would establ ish quite 
unequivocal ly  the t ruth  of theism. I t  is pe r fec t ly  possible, P e -  
ne lhum believes,  for  bel ievers  and non-be l ievers  al ike to 
descr ibe  a possible exper ienceable  s ta te  of a f f a i r s  which 
would, if it ac tua l ly  were  to obtain, establish the t ruth  or a t  
leas t  the probable  t ruth of theism. The skeptic  who re fused  to 
believe,  in the f ace  of such a turn of events  would be irra-  
t ional .  But what  Pene lhum calls a radical theological non- 
naturalist is someone  who holds just  this position. Such a theo-  
logical non-na tura l i s t  holds that  we cannot  conf i rm,  or in any  
other  way  establish,  the t ruth of theistic s t a t emen t s  c h a r a c -  
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terizable in non-theistic terms. The radical theological non- 
naturalist believes not only that no non-theistic statements in 
fact establish, or even confirm or disconfirm to any degree, 
fundamental theistic statements, such as 'God created the 
heavens and the earth' or 'God loves mankind', but that none 
could, that no. conceivable experienceable state of affairs, 
characterizable in wholly nontheistic terms, would, even if 
true, verify that God created the heavens and the earth, that 
he loves mankind or even that God exists. Penelhum thinks 
that we understand G o d - t a l k -  even non-anthropomorphic 
God-talk --  sufficiently well to understand what would verify 
the claims of theism. This view conflicts sharply with my 
view, Hepburn's, Ayer's and Flew's2 If he is right, we are not 
only plainly mistaken, but are being downright irrational in 
sticking with such a theological non-naturalism.I have tried 
to sort this out previously but have not at all succeeded in 
convincing Penelhum. 4 I am not even remotely interested in 
scoring debater's points or Dursuing controversy for the sake 
of controversy, but given the importance of the issue, i.e. 
whether the central claims of theism are unproblematic, 
Dlainly intelligible, and straight-forwardly empirically veri- 
fable. I want to return to the issue. That is, do they consist in 
propositions whose logical status is not anomalous? 

II 

I shall proceed by first commenting on Penelhum's at- 
tempts to rebut my previous arguments and then I shall turn 
to some general observations. 

Penelhum agrees with me that the type of alleged verifi- 
catory structure he utilizes, and Hick utilizes as well, and the 
probative facts to which they appeal in their attempts to show 
that religious knowledge or rational religious belief is possible, 
do not have to be interpreted theistically. It is enough, he 
claims, for his program to be viable, that they could be so 
interpreted. What, Penelhum argues, if we found ourselves in 
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a post-mortem society that was harmonious and was ruled 
over in a loving and reflective way by Jesus? If we were 
rational human beings, we would take it that God loves man-  
kind had been verified. If such a rule, such a social order, 
were actually to obtain, then it would be u n r e a s o n a b l e  to inter- 
pret these facts in a non-theistic manner. 

Penelhum's example is a happy one, for it is just such a 
claim which I contest. At least here we will perhaps not be 
arguing at cross-purp0ses. My argument is that, if we do not 
understand what we are talking about in using God-talk in 
non-anthromorphic ways. if( for example) we do not under- 
stand what 'God' or 'An infinite individual transcendent to the 
world' could possibly refer  to, such probative facts, e.g. that 
Jesus is on his throne, if they are facts, could not verify or 
count as evidence for 'God exists', because, unless we,  to some 
extent, understand what we are talking about when we use 
'God' nothing could count as evidence for God's existence. 
any more than anything could count as evidence for 'Irzlig's 
existence where we do not understand at all what 'Irglig' re -  
fers to. 

It is not a question, as Penelhum seems to think, of a 
particular individual's incomprehension. I do not know what 
a neutrino is either, but I do not for a moment conclude from 
this that nothing does or could count toward establishing their 
reality. Penelhum grants that for someone who genuinely does 
not understand what is being talked about in speaking of God 
such putative facts, as he and Hick trot out, could not count 
for such people as evidence for God's existence. But he also 
rightly observes that because it does not count as evidence for 
them, it does not follow that it cannot count as evidence for 
anyone, and most particularly, that it does not follow that such 
putative facts, if they really are facts, would not be verifica- 
tory for the believer, if he reall.v does understand what he is 
talking about in speaking of God. 

If the believer is the sort of believer who takes 'God' to 
be some sort of referr ing expression and if he knows how, at 
least to some extent, to ascertain the reference of 'God' and 
yet he still rules out a priori that there could possibly be any 
evidence of God's existence, then this is plainly irrational wil- 
fulness on his part. And it would be an additional bit of i r ra-  
tionality on his part on the same a priori grounds not to allow any 
actual or imagined situation, whatever it might be, to persuade 
him to abandon the theistic statements he makes. But Penel-  
hum seems at least also to believe that the skeptic, who is a 
radical theological non-naturalist, is irrational in an analogous 
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manner.  But it is anything but evident that that is so. Surely, it 
is not so, on Penelhum's own admission, if neither believer 
nor skeptic understand what they are talking about in speak- 
ing of a non-anthromorphic, non-Zeus-like God. Penelhum 
just assumes that the skeptic really does understand such talk 
in spite of his disavowals. 

So the essential question is: do we  unders tand  what  we  are  
ta lk ing  about in s p e a k i n g  of God where 'God' is used non- 
anthropomorphically? Even, with (for example) the sudden 
disappearance of all degenerative diseases, we would still not 
be able to claim that that was evidence for God's existence, 
if we did not understand theistic expressions. No true propo- 
sition could verify some other proposition and no event or 
anything else could verify a proposition for anyone who does 
not at least roughly know what that proposition means. So, if 
no one understands what it means to speak of a non-anthropo- 
morphic Cod, one cannot use those events, or some non- 
theistic propositions, to verify such God-talk. This would not, 
of course, show that certain true propositions, or perhaps cer-  
tain events, would not verify those propositions for someone 
who did understand them. Furthermore,  and most cru- 
cially, Penelhum stresses that the radical theological non- 
naturalists' judgment that a situation or event does not verify 
them, cannot, at one and the same time, s e r v e  as  a con-  
sequence of his claim that they are incoherent and as a reason 
for that claim. To justifiably claim that their incoherence is 
a ground for their being unverifiable requires that their in- 
coherence has been established independently. 

This last set of remarks is fair  enough and points to what 
by now should be evident enough anyway, that no, even at- 
tenuated, verifiability theory of meaning is at all in the cards, 
but it is here where it is crucial to return to the three inter- 
related features of God-talk mentioned at the beginning of 
this article. If we are puzzled about the attenuation of predi- 
cates characterizing God and we are thoroughly perplexed 
about what 'God' refers to, then, if we further find intractable 
disagreement about whether anything would, or even could, 
verify or even count as evidence for or against the existence 
of God, then it is reasonable for us to take such a lack of 
consensus as further grounds for questioning the coherence of 
God-talk. 

I shall spell out the above cryptic remark  and show how 
it relates to Penelhum's last mentioned claim. Penelhum 
thinks that the situation is such that there are a) some be- 
lievers, and indeed some non-believers as well, who under- 
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stand well enough our admittedly mysterious God-talk and 
b) that there ar~e, as well, some non-believers (radical theo- 
logical non-naturalists) who have persuaded themselves, per- 
haps through a series of philosophical conjuring tricks, that 
they really do not understand such talk. For those, Penelhum 
claims, who so understand such talk, 'God exists' and the like 
is verifiable readily enough, and for those who do not, the 
question cannot even intelligibly arise. But that seems to me 
a parody of the actual situation. The actual situation seems 
to me to be this: no one understands what they are talking 
about when they speak of God, where 'God' is used non- 
anthropomorphically, though some have kidded themselves into 
believing they do. My grounds for that are that no one can 
specify what 'God' refers to without using, in their definite 
descriptions, conceptions which are equally problematic, e.g. 
'maker of the universe', 'ultimate transcendent reality', 'in- 
finite individual transcendent to the world', 'foundation of the 
world', 'selfexistent reality beyond the bounds of space and 
time'. It isn't just that the radical theological non-naturalists 
do not understand such talk; no one does, though some chatter 
on as if they really, understood what they were saying when 
they use such words. The blank wall of incomprehension here 
is one central reason why the relevant bits of God-talk make 
unverifiable claims. We have no genuine understanding of 
what it is the existence of which we are supposedly verifying. 
It is the impossibility of specifying what 'God', construed non- 
anthropomorphically, actually refers to that is perhaps the 
most fundamental cause of the difficulty. Given that 'God' is 
used with referring expectations and, given that, without the 
satisfaction of those expectations, we do not know how, even in 
principle, to start verifying (disconfirming or confirming) 
putative factual statements employing God-talk, we have, 
because of those considerations, good grounds for believing 
that such Gold-talk is incoherent. So it is not a matter of 
asserting that some event or situation does not verify such re- 
ligious utterances as either a consequence of a claim that 
they are incoherent or as a reason for that claim; rather the 
situation is that, given a) the attenuation of predicates applied 
to God, (b) an inability to specify what 'God' refers to, and 
(c) an inability to gain a consensus about what would, with 
even the slightest probability, count more toward establishing 
their truth than denying it, we have, with a). b) and c), taken 
together, good grounds for believing that there are bits of non- 
anthropomorphic God-talk which are without a sufficiently de- 
terminate sense to be properly regarded as genuine truth- 
claims. But that, if true, is a vindication of radical theological 
non-naturalism. 
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